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Introduction
TCSJOHNHUXLEY is world renowned as a producer 
of the highest quality live gaming equipment. Having 
been established for 45 years, our products and 
solutions can be seen in casinos across the globe - 
from the largest and most prestigious gaming and 
entertainment resorts, to smaller exclusive clubs.

Innovation leads the way with beautifully 
handcrafted products integrating seamlessly with 
the latest leading-edge technology. Our products 
combine quality, innovation, reliability and security. 

These features not only appeal to land based 
operators, they are also crucial to online casinos 
that operate 24/7 businesses. With the ability to 
reach hundreds of thousands of players across the 
globe on a daily basis, reliability and security are key. 
That’s why TCSJOHNHUXLEY is the live gaming 
equipment supplier of choice for the online  
gaming sector. 

Our in-depth knowledge allows us to provide 
products that meet operators’ needs as well as 
combining beautiful handcrafted finishes that are 
immediately recognised as quality products with 
integrity. This gives peace of mind to operators and 
players alike.
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A Partnership Approach
TCSJOHNHUXLEY is a brand name instantly 
recognised for quality, reliability and security and our 
products and solutions are trusted by both land based 
and online customers around the world. 

We place innovation at the very heart of what we do 
and thrive on developing leading-edge and bespoke 
products in partnership with our customers. Whether 
you’re looking to develop an entirely new game 
concept or fully customise your Roulette wheel, 
TCSJOHNHUXLEY has the experience and skill to 
make your vision a reality.

Working in partnership with our customers worldwide 
for over four decades has allowed us to continually 
lead the way in live gaming solutions, developing 
products which exceed expectations and solve regional 
challenges for operators across the globe.

Our highly skilled network of service engineers 
allows us to offer continual support throughout the 
UK, Europe and globally. Our strategically positioned 
offices mean that we are ideally placed to respond 
quickly and provide local service and support on the 
ground. We also have the capability to provide support 
with remote diagnosis, if need be.

“As a 24/7 business which reaches 
hundreds of thousands of players across 
the globe daily, having wheels which are 
reliably random and secure is vital. We 
have worked with TCSJOHNHUXLEY for 
many years and have always been delighted 
with the quality of their products and the 
reliability of their Roulette wheels.

TCSJOHNHUXLEY has been an important 
partner in the development of many 
projects ranging from bespoke Roulette 
Wheels to the award-winning Dream 
Catcher. Their willingness and ability to 
innovate, coupled with their attention to 
detail, quality products and service level, 
has led to a very successful collaboration.”

Fredrik Bjurle,  
Director of Products,  
Evolution Gaming. 

A Partnership Approach
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Roulette Wheels

Recognised as global pioneers of 
the world’s most reliably random 
and secure Roulette wheels, 
TCSJOHNHUXLEY has led the way 
in Roulette wheel technology for 
45 years. Our in-depth knowledge 
and desire to continually innovate 
allows us to create truly stunning 
and bespoke Roulette wheels, 
which combine unrivalled security 
with outstanding design.

Our vast experience of working 
with the online gaming industry 
means we are expertly equipped 
to produce Roulette wheels 
which overcome the challenges 
of lighting and recording a live 
game. From entirely matt wheels 
with matt or anodized turrets and 
ball stops, which help minimise 
issues of studio light reflection, 
to show stopping unique finishes, 
TCSJOHNHUXLEY has the answer.

Saturn™ Roulette Wheel
Our Saturn™ Roulette Wheel combines high 
quality craftsmanship with innovative security, 
making it the most technically advanced Roulette 
wheel in gaming today. The wheel of choice for land 
based and online customers worldwide, Saturn™ 
incorporates a plethora of advanced technology 
which enhances security and delivers powerful 
wheel insights direct to operators. 

Saturn™ Glo Roulette Wheel
The innovative Saturn™ Glo Roulette Wheel 
is not only eye-catching, it also indicates game 
status through a spectrum of colours from attract 
mode, ‘Place Your bets’ to ‘Finish Betting, and ‘No 
More Bets’. As well as exciting players, the colour 
changing sequences of the Saturn™ Glo also 
prompt dealers and aid production staff with  
clear cues.

Saturn™ Auto Roulette Wheel
The Saturn™ Auto Roulette Wheel, which is the 
world’s first and only compact, table top automated 
Roulette wheel, provides operators with the option 
to automate game play, controlling the number of 
games per hour. In addition, a TCSJOHNHUXLEY 
Auto wheel can eliminate the need for a dealer or 
allow the dealer to focus on interacting with the 
player. Available with or without glass cover.

Roulette Wheels
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Blaze LED  
Surface Technology
In the highly competitive world of online gaming, 
innovation is vital. Blaze LED Surface Technology 
for Roulette is an eye-catching table gaming solution 
unique to TCSJOHNHUXLEY, which will set you apart 
from the competition and excite players globally. 

Taking Roulette to the next level, Blaze uses LED 
technology beneath the gaming surface to display  
eye catching animations, game status prompts and 
winning numbers.

Highly visible for players and perfect for the camera, 
Blaze Roulette also acts as a visual prompt for dealers 
and production staff, speeding up game play and 
accuracy, making it easier for dealers to remain focused 
on providing the best possible player experience.

Customised attract modes and themes can be 
incorporated in addition to the automated system 
driven game status displays which clearly indicate, 
‘Place Your Bets’, ‘No More Bets’ and the winning 
number. To really light up your game, Blaze Roulette can 
be teamed with a Saturn™ Glo Roulette Wheel to create 
a truly winning combination.

The A Plus Shuffler from 
TCSJOHNHUXLEY is the most 
versatile 1-6 deck shuffling machine 
available on the market today. An easy 
to use and simple to maintain shuffler 
available with Poker and Blackjack shoe 
configurations, the A Plus Shuffler is 
unquestionably reliable and can be set 
up for all kinds of card game shuffling 
needs. 

With a compact footprint, the A 
Plus Shuffler is ideal for the iGaming 
industry as it sits comfortably on any 
table without affecting the dealing or 
playing areas. Boasting the fastest cycle 
time in its class, the A Plus Shuffler also 
keeps players fully engaged in all the 
action of the game whilst maintaining 
game rhythm and speed.

Capable of delivering a continuous 
supply of cards from one to six decks or 
composite hands of one or more cards 
in turn, the A Plus Shuffler can meet all 
your card game needs.

A Plus Shuffler®

Blaze LED Surface Technology A Plus Shuffler®
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Dice Shaker
As the game of Sicbo grows in popularity 
worldwide, TCSJOHNHUXLEY has developed a 
range of automatic dice shakers which integrate 
with the Sicbo game electronics, giving integrity 
to the game sequence whilst protecting against 
the possibility of a ‘Non-Shake’ or ‘Double 
Shake’ of the dice. 

With two models available, our Dice Shakers 
provide a multi-game mode allowing for even 
greater flexibility. The dealer can choose to 
shake the dice before the betting period is 
started and the lid remains on, or alternatively, 
bets are placed with the lid off and after ‘No 
More Bets’ the dice are shaken in full view of all 
the players. 

To automate the process of reading results, 
therefore reducing the risk of mistakes being 
made, TCSJOHNHUXLEY can also supply Dice 
Shakers with our advanced Automatic Dice 
Recognition technology (ADR). Whether you 
are looking for a dice solution for your studio 
Sicbo gaming table or podium, we have the 
solution which you can trust to deliver secure 
and random results.

Big 6/Money Wheel
If you’re looking to add an eye-catching, 
easy to play, fun game to your portfolio, 
then the LED Big 6/Money Wheel from 
TCSJOHNHUXLEY is for you. Precision 
engineered and incorporating the latest 
illumination technology, LED Big 6/
Money Wheel provides entertaining 
and enticing attract modes. 

With a variety of themes available and 
the ability to work with us to create 
a unique game theme or concept, the 
LED Big 6/Money Wheel can bring 
something completely different to your 
product offering. 

A versatile solution, the LED Big 6/
Money Wheel is available in either 
fifty-two or fifty-four pin wheels and 
with either a traditional wooden or 
modern metal stand.  Whether you pair 
your Big 6/Money Wheel with a themed 
Blaze table or have it as a stand-alone 
product, TCSJOHNHUXLEY can create 
a vibrant entertaining game with a 
custom finish to suit your needs. 

Dice Shaker Big 6/Money Wheel
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Features
• High-resolution LCD screen
• Available in landscape and portrait options (23”/27”)
• Available in portrait only (29”)
• Slim aluminium case design
• Integrated cable management (29”)
• Intelligent lighting modes (23”/27”)
• Silver, gold or satin black finishes  
 available as standard
• Custom colours available (minimum orders req’d)
• Single sided or double sided screens
• Optional 10” topper camera housing 
  or screen module (29”)
• Connects to intelligent card shoes  
 including Angel and USPC Bee

As the global leader in winning number 
display technology, TCSJOHNHUXLEY 
offers an extensive range of e-FX™ 
Displays that deliver unrivalled quality 
and performance. 

More than just a number display, e-FX™ 
can show a range of information from 
video to ticker tape messaging, keeping 
your customers informed and entertained.

Ideal for displaying trends and latest 
winning number results, the e-FX™ 29” 
and 23” portrait displays are available in 
single and double-sided screen sizes and  
a choice of colours, for Roulette and Sicbo.

All elements of e-FX™ Displays, from 
graphics and layouts to trim colours, 
can be cost effectively customised to 
maximise player appeal and to  
compliment branding.

In addition to our portrait displays, we 
offer e-FX™ 23” and 27” Landscape 
displays available for Baccarat and 
Progressive games.

e-FX™ Displays

e-FX™ Displays
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Layouts

Furnishings, Seating & Accessories

Chips, Plaques & Jetons

From the latest advances in synthetic 
materials to more traditional wool 
layouts, our knowledgeable team 
produce creative gaming layouts 
that are eye-catching, durable and 
look great on camera. A design, 
production and fulfilment service is 
also available on request for all our 
layout ranges. 

Whether you are looking for plain 
background layouts to overlay 
screen graphics or fully themed 
printed layouts, we can help. 

KRE8® Synthetic Layouts
KRE8® table layouts use highly 
durable synthetic materials resistant 
to liquid spills and burns, that enable 
our customers to create fully themed 
tables with photographic quality 
print. In addition, the fibre free, hard-
wearing surface of synthetic layouts 
are perfect for use with electronic 
products such as shuffling machines. 

Produced to the highest security standards, 
TCSJOHNHUXLEY supplies a complete range of colour 
chips, security value chips, plaques and jetons. Designed 
to be completely unique, we can advise on the best colour 
schemes and security features to incorporate.

Our range of furnishings provide solutions to add style and 
functionality to any set. From a collection of lightweight 
aluminium or durable heavy-weight chairs, through to 
quality handcrafted casino furniture and cabinets. All 
furniture can be made to suit your needs and themes. 

Our comprehensive range of gaming accessories includes 
everything from dice and Roulette balls, to barrier ropes, 
table signs, card shoes, discard holders, float trays, note 
pushers and slot covers.

Playing Cards

A wide range of playing cards are available in paper 
or 100% plastic, with customisable design features 
and integrated security features. 

Wool Layouts
Made from heavyweight, 35oz, 
100% Melton finished wool, our 
traditional layouts have specially 
developed weaving and finishing 
techniques, ensuring the highest 
level of performance. The custom 
dyed printing processes achieve 
an unrivalled depth of colour 
and clarity, providing long lasting 
vibrancy.

Alpha Layouts
Designed to withstand the wear 
and tear of 24/7 operations, Alpha 
Layouts feature a high-grade 
liquid resistant coating that makes 
it easy to clean spills, as well as 
having a high washing and abrasion 
resistance. This, combined with 
its ability to dry more rapidly, 
means your layouts will look good 
as new for longer and colours will 
stay vibrant too! Currently only 
available in the UK & Europe.

Consumables
TCSJOHNHUXLEY offers a 
comprehensive range of table 
gaming accessories to suit any 
gaming requirements.

Consumables Layouts
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www.tcsjohnhuxley.com


